street names are from Tele Atlas copyrighted data. Base map consistent accuracy level among the parcels and the boundaries should Topographic Quadrangle maps as a base. As a result, there is no used to create the digital data. The source maps are in a variety of acquisition history for each parcel, and contain the maps that were district headquarters and field offices, nature centers, museums, support facilities such as employee residences, maintenance waterbodies, flood control areas, fish hatcheries and other lands This map identifies parcels of land that are owned by the DEPARTMENT OF LEGEND 1:24,000 (1 inch = 2000 feet) may result in inaccuracies in parcel boundaries and locations. However, there may be omissions due to incomplete or incorrect property, rather than each individual parcel, is labeled with the and outdoor and indoor educational facilities. Each DEEP hatchery. This map contains the state's last remaining iron furnace. Putnam Regional Park, Bluff Point Coastal Reserve, and Lovers Leap State Park. north is an exception. Visit Rock State Park Trail (North Trail) here are exceptions. Visit Woodstock Academy contains the state's last remaining iron furnace. Putnam Regional Park, Bluff Point Coastal Reserve, and Lovers Leap State Park.